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INTRODUCTION TO THE FILM AND CONVERSATION
This guide is an invitation to dialogue. Based in the power of human connection, it is designed for anyone
who wants to engage family, friends, classmates, colleagues or community in conversation. It uses
Attucks: the School that Opened a City as home base.
In contrast to initiatives that foster debates where participants try to convince one another that they are
right, this guide fosters a spirit of openness where participants try to understand one another and expand
their own thinking.

Film Synopsis
Attucks: The School That Opened A City is co-produced by WFYI Public Media and award-winning filmmaker,
Ted Green.
For this film, Ted Green interviewed over 50 people — Attucks graduates, historians and others. Through their
stories, the film explores the birth of Crispus Attucks High School against the backdrop of 1920s politics,
culture and racism. It details the historical significance of segregation in one community and the lasting impact
the school had on its students. It raises important questions for today.
As Richard Pierce wrote in his book, Polite Protest: The Political Economy of Race in
Indianapolis (1920-1970), Crispus Attucks High School “represented the African American
community more completely than did any other public entity.” Because every Black teenager
had to attend Attucks regardless of geography or financial status, it was the spoke around
which so much of Black Indianapolis revolved.
The Attucks story was also born in the cradle of a Black Indianapolis community on the rise.
Madame CJ Walker, the first Black woman business owner reaching millionaire status, as
well as a nationally-renowned Jazz music scene were within blocks of the school.
National experts called Crispus Attucks High School ”unique” among segregated high
schools because of the politically explosive climate in which it was created, making its
success all the more impressive.
Maj. General Harry Brooks, (’47), Indiana’s first Black general and mentor to General Colin
Powell, said of the Attucks story, [it’s] “an example for the kids [attending school today]. This
kid Harry Brooks was sitting in that chair, didn’t know any more than you did, yet he was
able to accomplish what he did. You can do it, too.”
Specifically, the film helps viewers explore: 1) the divisive forces that created the school and shaped the
Indianapolis Black community and country during the 20th century; 2) teaching philosophies and practices
that made the school excel; and 3) the remarkable legacies resulting from these practices.
The Attucks film introduces ideas about how the school ultimately sparked greater racial unity in Indianapolis
despite its intended purpose to separate races. It enlivens stories of unsung educators who are heroes
and “she-roes.” And, it raises questions and conundrums about the impact of the school’s closure, ultimate
integration and its own history.

This documentary is made possible by The Efroymson Family Fund; Lilly Endowment; CNO Financial Group; The Indianapolis
Foundation, an affiliate of the Central Indiana Community Foundation; the Allen Whitehill Clowes Charitable Foundation; Impact 100
Greater Indianapolis; the family of Samuel and Alexis Odle; Thomas Sharpe; Donald Moffitt; and the Indianapolis Urban League;
plus many other generous companies and individuals.
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About the Producer
After 20 years as a newspaper journalist, Ted Green switched to filmmaking in 2010. Since then he has
produced six documentaries, including Emmy-winning Undefeated: The Roger Brown Story, and Bobby “Slick”
Leonard: Heart of a Hoosier, all in collaboration with WFYI Public Media. Green’s documentaries have
screened in film festivals around the world and at the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame. His work
has won nine regional Emmys, including two for Best Documentary; first place in the national Associated
Press Sports Editors contest; the Fourth Estate Award from the national American Legion; and the Dick Schaap
Award of Excellence from the Center for the Study of Sports in Society. Attucks: The School that Opened a
City is his 6th documentary.

Your Discussion Matters to WFYI
Helping to create this film is one of the ways that WFYI Public Media fulfills its mission to amplify the voices of
our community and to share the stories of people who live and work in central Indiana. Programs like this —
whether created locally by WFYI, or nationally by PBS and NPR — are part of our work of connecting people
through content that educates, inspires and engages.
As a community member WFYI also serves in a role of convening conversations around issues of importance.
Through ongoing listening sessions, Conversations about Education, and gatherings held in partnership with
other community organizations, WFYI brings people together to encourage and support conversation that
help to illuminate issues and discover resources and solutions.

Who Might Benefit from This Discussion
Stories like Attucks are important to tell, but why? We want communities to discover their own answers to that
question. We want them to explore the deep complexities of integration, segregation and urban education,
the tides of change we all experience over time and the role that committed adults play in shaping lives of
young people.
In this discovery, we believe the film has something to offer everyone. However, discussion may be especially
valuable for the following groups:
• Groups that have seen PBS Point-of-View (POV) documentaries on education, parenting or growing up
African American — like Off and Running, The Principal Story, The Boys of Baraka, Paper Tigers — or
films produced for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting’s American Graduate initiative
• Policymakers, including local or state education leaders and charter school authorizers
• High school students, student groups, religious youth groups
• University-level academic departments and student groups, especially in Education
• Community organizations that promote education
• Organizations dedicated to the well-being of African-Americans
• Social service organizations serving families and parents
• Faith-based organizations and institutions
• Clubs — civic, fraternal, parenting, book, scouting

• Neighbors of local high schools
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Our Hope for Your Discussion
This guide helps people actively listen to each other, incubate new ideas, and explore challenging issues.
It helps a wide range of audiences dive into the film within a positive and curious environment. It supports
reflection.
Takeaways will be as varied as the people attending. Adults and children will connect with personal stories
that speak directly to them for reasons only they know. They will watch a broader story of one African
American community in the 1920s, an even larger story of one city at a time of great change in the U.S. and
stories about forces that continue to shape our lives today. It is likely that each person will find a universal
theme everyone can relate to.
The film does bring to light the challenges facing a school, but it also prompts viewers to wonder about the
larger community of teachers, students, and families who made Crispus Attucks such an extraordinary site of
learning.
We hope the film and your discussion will help conversants connect dots between history and story. We hope
viewers will explore concepts that link intellect and heart. And, we hope your discussion provides space for
viewers to find their own meaning and answers to “What next?”
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FACILITATOR TIPS AND GUIDANCE
This section will help you lead an active and interesting dialogue. In it, you’ll find many tips from expert
facilitators. If you are a novice leader or a little concerned about facilitating this conversation, it will help
prepare you.
The rest of this guide will also help you. It includes a few sample formats and a step-by-step conversation
guide. In the Resource section, you will find background information, web-based tools and “What Next?
Activities” for your group to consider. These ideas can help people leave the room feeling energized and
optimistic, even in instances when conversations have been difficult.

General Tips for Facilitating a Film-Based Conversation
Before the event, clarify in your own mind what you want out of the event.
Why are you showing this film to this audience? Why do you want to talk about it? What do you
hope will be gained from it? Choose questions that achieve this hope. Become familiar with your
goals and plan.
Watch the film at least once and read this entire guide before leading a conversation.
The size of the group, the size of the screen and how people are seated can impact both viewing and
conversation.
Consider a co-lead.
In choosing a partner, think about how well the two of you communicate, your ease with each other
and the gifts this partner brings to the shared role. He may be exceptional at keeping comments on
track or she may be great at keeping track of time. Having a partner can ease your own discomfort,
provide a nice banter and course correct if one of you inadvertently steps out of a neutral role.
Also:
• During the film, consider taking a break in the middle of the film, asking a few objective questions and
stretching before returning to it. Or, consider hosting the film over two sessions.
• Occasionally observe participants, paying particular attention to reactions at certain moments in the
film. These can provide good clues to you. Without calling attention to any one person’s reaction,
incorporate these clues into the conversation.
• Try not to be too rigid with time (other than starting and finishing on time). Facilitation is a bit of an
art. You want to walk viewers through the entire process — so you reach your goal — but you may
want to skip a question if a previous question brought forth rich and valuable comments and you are
now behind schedule.
• To avoid taking too much time on any one question — especially if some viewers are getting restless
and others have more to say — simply thank respondents, acknowledge the time and move on to the
next question. Encourage those who still want to share to do so with each other at the end of
the event.
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Balancing Time and Good Questions
Keep your goals in mind.
Is the amount of time devoted reasonable for the conversation you want to have? Choose a number 		
and type of question that will best help achieve your goals in the time you have allotted. A few great 		
questions can often bring forth better discussion than many questions.
Depending on group size, if you only have 20 minutes to talk, you may only have time for one or two
questions. If you have an hour, ask more probing and reflective ones.
In general, you may want 15 minutes each for three meaty questions or you may prefer two easy-		
answer questions that prime the pump followed by only one or two deep questions.
If you only have 20 minutes....
• With a small group, you may only have time for one or two questions. If you have an hour, ask more
probing and reflective ones.
• With larger groups, divide into smaller groups and ask the same question of each group.

Tips for Managing the Quality or Tenor of Conversation
If this seems an important factor for your group, you may want to ask that confidentiality be maintained. The
topic of this film is not necessarily sensitive, but it may be important to your group.
Facilitators often deal with these common challenges:
1. A viewer is consistently stuck on a point -- acknowledge and redirect that we need to move on.
(Repeat as needed.)
2. A Dominator – “Thank you so much. I’m sensitive to the fact I’ve not given others an opportunity to
share their own thoughts.” Turn your body and eyes to others. Ask if anyone has a different idea or
thought. If not, move on to the next question and invite someone else to respond first.
3. An angry or intense emotion – “I can see/hear that you seem _____. Films like this can create
difficult conversations, bring up anger, fear, anxiety, frustration. I appreciate how you’re feeling right
now and that you are willing to share that. Thank you. I also need to make sure everyone in the room
feels equally respected and safe to share their own perspectives — even if we don’t all agree.” Turn
to the group. Remind all that we are not trying to solve a problem, just listening to each other. Thank
everyone for their openness, especially if this is the first time they’ve shared ideas about this topic.
Invite folks who want to continue in this vein to do so after wrap-up.
4. Off topic – “Thank you for sharing that. It’s a very interesting comment. One of my jobs tonight is
to keep our discussion specific to the film and its direct themes, especially because this topic is very
complex and our team is very limited. Unfortunately, we have to narrow our focus tonight. Perhaps
you and others can continue on that idea after we finish up. Does anyone have another idea in
response to my question?”
5. Disclosures that are too personal for the conversation or group – “Stories/examples like that
can be very difficult to share. I’m sure others in the room have similar stories but haven’t mentioned, so
thank you for sharing. Does anyone else have a different thought in response to my question? If not,
let’s move on to the next question.”
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Take special care not to push individuals too far.
Younger people or special audiences may have little experience talking publicly about their 			
own ideas or connection to the film’s themes. People from different cultural backgrounds may be 		
afraid of retaliation or embarrassment if someone from another background judges their comment. 		
Try altering questions so that participants can make an observation about their peer group, not 		
themselves. The way you speak and present yourself will clue viewers in to how safe the space is for 		
being honest and kind to one another.
Don’t force each viewer to respond to each question.
Invite each person who wishes to speak to do so. Watch for people who are always the first to 		
respond or who dominate every time. Watch for people who seem afraid to share. Watch for 		
those who seem like they want to say something, but may be waiting for your invitation. Over 		
the course of the discussion, gently invite each person to share at least once, if they would like.
If you worry about losing control of the conversation, create a few non-verbal rules ahead of time. 		
Establish a non-verbal cue, like hand-to-heart when someone empathizes with something said. This 		
allows people to connect without someone adding a similar comment. Or, agree that 			
when anyone raises her hand, the group will pause and take a deep breath together.

General Tips for Facilitating A Conversation Around Attucks
Attucks raises issues that may create uncomfortable moments or illuminate under-the-surface tensions,
especially among strangers. Some people may deflect their own discomfort by making personal attacks or
sweeping statements that spread their discomfort to others. While you want to invite honesty, you want to
avoid getting bogged down by unproductive attacks.
You want to encourage people to hear each other, but not “own” what someone else says if it doesn’t ring
true for them. Remind participants that:
1. We aren’t on a television show where the purpose is to approve or judge others in the room.
We are simply learning from the film and each other. We all want a better community.
2. The film’s topic and themes aren’t more important than other issues. In the same vein, the film
does have universal messages every person can connect with. So, the film is an opportunity to
explore this one story, these themes. We are here to share our connection or curiosity about
this one story with each other.
3. Joking can be a fun way to interact with friends. Sometimes, it can lighten up a difficult moment
among those who share a common experience. But, since we don’t have those relationships
with everyone in the room, and since insults — even jests — can be easily misunderstood, that
type of joking is best reserved for other venues.
4. Do what you can to bring the offending person back into the conversation appropriately after
this moment passes.
Take care of yourself and group members during the conversation. If the intensity level rises, pause to let
everyone take a deep breath. Remind people that this is an opportunity to explore a topic most of us don’t
get to talk about. Remind them that, quite often, our own outbursts or flashpoints are typically not our most
thoughtful responses or deeper ideas. Therefore, we do not have to attach meaning to every comment
someone in the group says.
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Controversial topics often make for excellent discussions. These same topics can also give rise to deep
emotions and the expression of strongly-held beliefs. Create an atmosphere in which people feel safe,
encouraged and respected. If done well, they will likely be more willing to share their ideas openly and
honestly — and move past difficult moments with grace. In addition, the facilitator must manage his or her own
emotions well. Here’s how to prepare yourself:
•

Identify your own hot-button issues: View the film before the event and give yourself time to reflect so
you aren’t dealing with raw emotions at the same time that you are trying to facilitate a discussion.

•

Be knowledgeable: You don’t need to be an expert — you are not teaching. But, knowing the basics
can help you keep a discussion on track and gently correct misstatements of fact. If helpful, review the
Resources section in this guide.

•

Be clear about your role: You may have several roles for this event — host, organizer, tech person
and facilitator. Unlike a teacher who is expected to convey specific information, a facilitator remains
neutral, helping move the discussion along while refraining from imposing his or her personal views
on to the group. Make sure you can focus as facilitator and avoid distractions during the discussion.

•

Know your group: Issues can play out very differently for different groups. Is your group new to this
topic? Factors like geography, age, race or culture, gender, religion and socioeconomics can impact
comfort level, personal experiences to share, knowledge of the topic, even speaking styles. On the
other hand, don’t assume that all members of a particular group, culture, age or neighborhood share
the same point-of-view.

Tips on using this film for a direct conversation about race or racism are available further along in this guide
on page 23.
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CONVERSATION FORMATTING
Formatting your Discussion with a same-day break
or over Several Sessions
Most groups will prefer to watch the film and discuss it in one session. Because the film is approximately 90
minutes, a 2-hour event without an intermission leaves approximately 15 minutes for conversation after the film
ends. That may not be adequate.
The film is divided into four parts. You might like to watch it over two, three or four days. You might
even prefer to watch the entire film in one day, but incorporate a very long break midway through the film. (A
“long break” would be several hours or more.)
Format for Checking-In and Extending the Experience Over Several Sessions
Whether you take an entire day or watch the film over several days, have a brief “observational” check-in
with viewers at the end of your first session (before the big break.) This check-in helps viewers commit images
to memory between sessions. Viewers are then more likely to have good recall when you lead a reflective
conversation at the film’s conclusion.
This conversation can be brief, 5-6 minutes. Simply ask for responses. Participants should not comment on
anyone else’s responses. Do not require everyone to answer. Feel free to ask only Questions 1 and 2 or only
Questions 1 and 3, if desired.
1. What image, comment, interviewee or scene has caught your attention so far?
2. What one memory from your own high school days has the film stirred up so far?
3. Has anything in the film already made you more curious or raised a question in your mind?
(Participants should not respond to questions raised.)
If you watch the film over three or four days, check-in, again, at the end of Day 2. Vary the above questions
slightly, but keep the variation to “observing” or “paying-attention” questions related only to that day’s
viewing.
To keep viewers engaged when sessions are on different days, consider assigning one interesting and
simple activity (or choice of activities) to complete between sessions. Assignments or choices
should be easy and appropriate for your group. (Suggested activities are included in the Resource section of
this guide.)
If you watch the film over several days, lead a brief check-in as viewers settle in to watch the next
part(s). This helps them get their heads back into the film:
1) (If they did an assignment between sessions), what did you do? Anything interesting about it you want
to share?
2) Since we last met, have you been thinking more about something you heard in the film or have you
noticed a connection between the film and your everyday life?
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Sample Format to Prepare the Group for Film & Discussion
NOTE: This section provides a sample format for opening remarks. However, before calling everyone together
to sit down, try to introduce yourself to each person individually. This personal contact can help people open
up during conversation.

Opening the Event:
As facilitator, introduce yourself in 1-2 sentences. (Very briefly introduce host if appropriate.)
Why we are here: share general expectations and hope for event (looking forward to an interesting
conversation after a fascinating movie, your broad plan if doing event in 2-3 sessions, logistics like what time
event ends, breaks, bathroom location) - 5 minutes
Who we are: Name, where each of us is from/where we grew up (depends on group – choose city,
neighborhood, type of area.) If large group, consider doing introductions in small groups. Facilitator can start
to show example. (Keep these very brief or introductions will take 10-15 minutes.)
Raise your hand if you: 1) attended an urban school, 2) attended a majority white high school, 3)
attended a majority African American or black high school. (Add 1-2 more if your group is more diverse or
change #3 to “school where the majority were students of color” to include more participants.)
General rules for conversation: (This helps viewers relax because they know expectations.)
•

After the film, I will provide instruction on how we will hold this conversation

•

For now, just to clarify, after the film, we will generally talk about _____ We WON’T talk about
_____. Broadly share boundaries of conversation, how this connects with other conversations/goals
of this group.

•

Not my goal to manipulate our conversation or steer us toward any specific “lesson” from the film. I
hope to help each of you explore the meaning of this film for yourself. We will all benefit from this.

•

At the end of this evening, _____. Simply let them know if there will be follow-up conversation, some
suggested activities, list of resources so they can explore on own.

The Film’s Storyline (read to group, provided by WFYI Public Media):
When all-black Crispus Attucks High School was built in the 1920s,Indiana’s governor, the majority
of the state legislature, the mayor and the entire School Board were Klansmen or Klan-backed. The
school was designed to fail. But it did not fail. For more than 40 years, the students who came of age
within the brick walls of Attucks overcame a system designed to belittle them. They became surgeons
and teachers, scientists and politicians, world-class musicians and athletes. And over time, these
successes and the grace that accompanied them became a grassroots agent for integration, winning
over the younger generation of Indy’s whites.
It is not an easy story, but it’s a seminal element of Indiana’s journey. As part of the state’s
Bicentennial commemoration, WFYI Public Media and Ted Green Films created this original
90-minute documentary that illuminates the story of Crispus Attucks and its students.
As you watch the film, please pay attention to:
1. Key messages you connect with
2. Individual scenes, images, lines that stand out for some particular reason
3. Feelings that arise in various parts
4. Ideas that pop into your mind or things that make you curious
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After the Film, Preparing the Group for Conversation
[NOTE to FACILITATOR: This conversation will very likely be uplifting and positive. It may create some tension,
difficult comments or emotions. You or your host are in the best position to know what to expect. Using this
guide, you can be supportive of each viewer. If things become difficult, remind everyone of the ground rules
and your hopes for the conversation. Review the tips section. You can also take a short break or ask for a deep
breath.]
Immediately after the film – a tiny break
Give everyone a few minutes to reconnect with themselves before diving into the conversation. Ask viewers to
stay seated for a minute or two without talking, simply to help transition into discussion.
During this one minute of quiet, if appropriate, you might assign this: “Without responding,
take this minute to remember what it was like to be a student in your own high school
growing up — those first days, first weeks, graduation, your school’s place in your
community’s life.”
After a minute or so (no longer), and because there may be strong emotions from the film or some anxiety
about the conversation to come, take a 3-minute break -- get up, stretch, pass the popcorn.
Logistics: Remind group of amount of time set aside for conversation. Pledge to end on time.
Role of Facilitator(s): Review your role. Consider including the following:
•

Not teaching and not an expert on the film. Beyond factual errors related to the film, I won’t correct
anything you share.

•

Job is to guide conversation, helping make sure everyone has the chance to talk. I will not participate
in the conversation myself.

•

Job is to ensure we all follow ground rules for good conversation. I will redirect as needed.

Active Listening: (paraphrase in your own words to group or read)
For good conversation, we will use “active listening.” As a reminder to all of us, this is when each speaker is
allowed to speak without the rest of us interrupting him or her with comments or sounds. We can rephrase their
words in asking if we understood correctly, but we do not give our opinion about what they said.
“Active listening” is different from debate where we try to convince each other that we are right or they are
wrong. Conversations like that can become rhetorical, political or religious in tone as people battle it out.
Tonight, we want to enjoy the film with each other, try to understand where each of us is coming from and see
if we can expand our own thinking. We can even practice being okay with not agreeing. Sometimes, to help
us understand what you are saying, I may ask you the question, “why?”
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Ground Rules or Discussion Agreements:
(you may want to post these on a wall but review with group)
1. Be respectful — put downs, slurs and yelling are off limits.
2. One person at a time. Pay attention to yourself — take responsibility for sharing air time with everyone.
3. Speak in first person — “I think___”, rather than “You think ___” “I think you ___” or “Everyone knows
that ___.”
4. Each of us wants to be heard. Tonight, all voices are equally valued.
5. Be open to comments that may challenge your own thinking or increase your curiosity.
6. Accept that each of us sees through the lens of our own personal experience. We may get different
things out of the same scene in this film.
7. You do not have to answer a question, but you may be prompted if you are a bit more introverted.
Your engagement benefits all of us.
8. If you don’t like what you hear, practice “no response” or speaking without judgement.
9. Personal stories or examples are great — keep them very brief and on topic.
10. The facilitator may redirect, stop, or push ahead as needed. It’s not personal.

FACILITATOR NOTE: The next three sections of this guide will help you craft the type of conversation you hope
to have with your group. The first provides a tested protocol for leading quality conversations. The second
offers a variety of quotes your group may want to respond to. The third section lists possible themes to discuss
and a few sample questions you may want to explore with certain types of groups. It also provides tips if you
want to dive more deeply into discussions around race or racism.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS AND ORDER
Well-crafted discussion prompts that are designed for a specific audience help that group think more deeply
about the topics or themes in the film. Good prompting can help any group look at a film in different ways.
Quality questions matter. The questions in this section are high-quality.
But, the questions in this guide are also designed to meet the needs of different types of people, those who
have a tendency to prefer talking about:
a. facts (more “sensate” in discussions)
b. feelings, memories, reflections
c. their own interpretation or opinions, broader values or significance
d. their ideas for change, community relevance, building consensus, action
Every person leans toward one or more of these conversation types — and gravitates to that type quickly when
discussion opens. Without steady facilitation, groups tend to struggle with these competing needs.
For example, conversants may get stuck on fact-sharing. Other types then become anxious.
An attempt by a viewer to move away from facts can frustrate “fact” people. “Reflectors” can
feel discredited for their story-based responses. Then, “action-oriented” viewers are frustrated.
They want to jump right into “what do we do?” and no one seems interested. (Really, others
just haven’t had time to process at their own speed.)
This is easily managed by keeping your questions in the right order. This structured method ensures that each
person has an opportunity to speak to what is most interesting to them. It ensures air time for every type of
viewer. Good question order also ensures that introverted people have time and space to participate.
Finally, keeping your questions in the right order allows every viewer time to become increasingly more
comfortable with sharing — by starting with facts, moving to personal reflection, sharing meaning and moving
toward “what does this suggest for the future?” By the time the group gets to that last stage, everyone is
usually on board.
This is especially important for a conversation around Attucks in mixed culture audiences. Through every
question you choose, White viewers need to feel warmly invited to: 1) share their own perceptions; 2) connect
with universal themes or individuals in the film; and 3) feel good about this uniquely Indianapolis story, even
as a member of the majority race.

Tips for Question Selection
1. Using the following menu, choose at least one question from the following menu at least one
from EACH of the four categories listed. It is okay to ask only one question per category.
2. Feel free to ask one question from one category and two or three questions from another. If you
create your own question, consider which of the four categories it falls into and place it there.
3. Whether you choose one question or several questions in a category, it is essential to retain the
category order. (For example, Question #1 from the first category. Questions #2 and #3 from
the second category and so on.) The conversation won’t flow easily if you jump back and forth
between categories.
4. Choose questions that make sense for the group. Is this an existing group where everyone knows
each other? Are they strangers? Will you have multiple generations in one room? Is this a mixed
culture group? All questions should be answerable by all viewers. (For example, if you have a
mixed culture group, do not choose questions that only black viewers or only white viewers
can answer.)
5. The following questions are appropriate for middle school age to adult. Feel free to tweak the
wording of a question to better fit the audience or ages.
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Menu of Questions
CATEGORY #1 (observation, sensory, objective)
•

What one word, phrase, or image caught your attention in the film? Why?

•

What scenes or interviews do you remember most from the film?

•

What statements, facts or phrases from the movie are memorable to you?

•

What’s something that surprised you in the film?

•

In the film, what bits of the historical, larger Indianapolis story were new to you?

•

Angela Brown, a famous vocal artist and Attucks graduate, appeared in this film. What role did music
play in the film? Why do you think Ted Green included it?

•

Based on what you heard in the film, who helped make Crispus Attucks possible?

•

Based on this film, what role did the students take in their own achievements?

•

What tensions did you hear in this story or think were present during this time period? (Tensions are
good/bad, difficult/easy, competing goals or expectations)

•

Where do you suppose the teachers for Crispus Attucks came from? Where were they educated since
no local universities would educate the majority of black high school graduates?

•

What does the title of the film say to you? If you could rename the film, what would the title be? If you
wouldn’t, why not?

CATEGORY #2 (reflection, internal relationship with film, memories, associations)
•

Which man or woman did you connect with most? Who or what in the film brought up negative or
“resisting” feelings in you? Why?

•

What person in this film do you most identify with? Why?

•

Which person in the film would you most like to interview? What one question would you want to ask
them? Is there another person in the community you would have liked to have interviewed for the film?

•

What did you hear that most closely aligns with something you would imagine saying about your
own life or beliefs?

•

What part of the film could you personally relate to from your own high school experience? Which
things were most dissimilar from your own experience in school?

•

What one scene did you see or story did you hear that was especially moving or disturbing to you?
Maybe a place where you found yourself getting emotionally involved in the story. What made that
moment so compelling?

•

What new perception do you have after seeing this film or hearing others talk so far?

•

What memory do you have of Crispus Attucks, even if it is a very limited or vague one? If you don’t
have one and you are from the Indy area, is it interesting to you that you don’t?

•

The men and women in this film shared stories of their own time at Attucks, a time when they were in
their teen years. What do you imagine about them as teens or students? What do you wonder about
them as teens at that time? What is your reaction, if anything, to their high school experience?

•

Many students lived in the swampy area around Attucks. What might it have been like for kids
walking to school from Irvington or other areas of the city at that time?

•

Share one family story about what you remember from the 1930s-1950s, about Crispus Attucks, local
segregation or your own city’s neighborhoods. What did you hear? What did you experience? If you
identify as white, were you aware any of this was going on?
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•

In the film, what did you notice about how white community leaders viewed African Americans in
the 20s and then again in the 50s? Do you think that was a universal view among all white people?
What did you notice about the response of African American leaders? Of students? Why do you
think people acted and responded as they did at the time? Would students respond differently today?
How are things the same or different now?

•

Was there a time in your own life when you were faced with this kind of challenge or opposition,
where you had to go against the tide to achieve a goal? This question is best for ongoing groups,
not strangers.

CATEGORY #3 (interpretation, life meaning, broader value or significance of story)
•

What universal themes did you notice in this film? OR Which people in the film remind you of
universal themes like courage, conviction, risk or legacy? (Universal themes apply to every human.)

•

What’s universal about this story? What about this film is a uniquely Indianapolis story?

•

There’s a saying that “In all things and at all times, everyone is like everyone else, some people are
like others, no one is like no one else.” Do you agree with this? What examples of this do you see in
the film?

•

What is this film really about?

•

Does this film break a narrative you hear or tend to accept? If not, why not?

•

Is this story important to tell? If yes, why? Who needs to hear it or tell it? Is it timeless or especially
important to tell now?

•

What message from the past does the story of Attucks send to those of us living now? How do stories
about people who died or lived during a time most of us never knew serve as messages to those of us
living now? How are these stories helpful? How are they helpful to you personally?

•

Is it true that those who do not learn from history repeat it?

•

How is the world you experience today related to the historical events and stories in this film?

•

The film describes laws that were set up in 1816 when Indiana became a state 200 years ago. It was
set up as a “democracy for White men only.” One law required Blacks to post bond upon entering
the state. In Indiana’s second constitution, black visitors were no longer allowed to settle in the state.
Those already living in Indiana had to register with a witness. What impact, if any, do those kinds
of laws or experiences have on black Hoosiers, even white Hoosiers, after 50, 100, 150 years? Is
history repeating itself in any way 200 years later?

•

While there were unjust laws on the books in Indiana, Indiana was considered a fairly tolerant state.
Progressive in many social ideas. But, in the early 1900s, the KKK changed tolerance among white
Hoosiers very quickly. What do we know about the history of the KKK in Indiana (or our state?) What
do we know about the KKK or other neo-Nazi/supremacist groups in Indiana (our state) today? How
does something like segregation or intolerance happen so quickly in a community that appeared to
be headed in a more progressive direction? Could you imagine the tide changing that quickly today?
What’s to stop it?

•

As a society, when we talk about the history of Indianapolis in the 20s, we largely talk about the
history of white people, and primarily white men. What was life like for African Americans at the
time, both men and women? What important historical events were happening inside that culture?
What famous people, famous discoveries or famous work was going on that isn’t mentioned in our
history books or that white people may not have even known about then? Do we miss important
stories today that are outside the majority culture? Or outside the male culture? Are different groups
experiencing life in our community differently?
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•

(If you are not in Indianapolis) Do we have a school like this in our own community, region or
state that carries a similar story? How did similar forces shape our own local history, institutions or
community culture?

•

How do you think young people across all cultures view movies like this today? (If asking youth,
change to “As a young person, how do you view films like this? How do you think your peers see
movies like this?” If teens are mostly self-identified as multi-cultural/biracial, ask from that vantage
point.)

•

What culture was created at Attucks? Does that culture still exist in our schools? Is it important today?

•

Many people like the idea of educating teens in all-African American, all-girl, all-Jewish, all-boy
schools. Is it still important to have schools for homogenous groups? Is it a by-gone notion? What’s
gained and lost? (Feel free to broaden this list of groups.)

•

One theme of this film might be “school experiences.” What was it like in the 20s for these students
to attend school? How was it different for Attucks students in the 40s and 50s? What was your own
school experience like? (If viewers are young, imagine past students at their own high school in the
20s and 50s.)

•

Which person in this film would you like as a mentor or role model? What’s helpful about having role
models that look like you or come from a similar background? Are your role models primarily from
your own race, culture or gender?

•

Attucks students lived with added pressure to behave “perfectly.” Their elders and the broader
community expected them to live to a higher standard than was expected of or seen among White
teens. Even their White peers expected more from them than from each other. Consequences for
actions were very different. What impact do you think that may have had on Attucks students? Could
you have lived up to those standards? Does that standard still exist today?

•

Since the days of this film, where have we made progress in ensuring a quality education for African
American teens in our community or do you feel like we keep repeating the same cycle?

•

In the school’s early days, families protected the principal, stood behind the school, physically risked
life and limb to make sure their kids had the opportunity for an education. Are you willing to do that
today? Why or why not?

•

In its early years, 50% of Attucks students graduated. A decade ago, only about 60% of black
students graduated from Indianapolis schools. Today, while fewer than 50% of African American
boys graduate from high schools across the nation, in Indianapolis, 87% of African American boys
graduate (including 100% at Attucks. Many schools graduate over 90%.) What do you make of
the nation’s and Indianapolis’ progress? (If viewers are from another community, how does the
Indianapolis graduation rate compare to our own community or neighborhood high school?)

•

As of 2016, Crispus Attucks is integrated with open enrollment for any student in the county. With a
specialized curriculum, students have direct access to a local university’s medical school faculty and
programs. Graduation rates for black students range from 95% to 100%. However, while it was once
a school only for black students, there are now far fewer black students at Attucks. What do you
make of this?

•

Did sports do more to move Indianapolis forward than anything leaders could have done with
policy? What other examples in your own community can you think of where something has had a
more positive impact on social change than policy could have or seems to have so far ?
In other places?

•

What lessons can we pull from this film that would help us move forward as ____? (e.g. a community,
families in our school, students, African Americans, White Americans)

•

What major lessons did you see in this film about creating supportive schools that work for every
student?
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QUOTES TO DISCUSS
CATEGORY #4 (group consensus or actions, what’s next for me, relevance to future)
•

What questions does this film raise about your local high school or its students today? What does it
inspire you to want to learn more about?

•

If the story of Attucks is a message for the present and we are its messengers into the future, what
message do we take with us as we leave this event?

•

Where does this film and discussion leave you? What has piqued your interest? What do you want to
further explore? Are you feeling inspired to do something in your own circle of influence that connects
with something meaningful in the film? (Facilitator note: clarify if this is personally or as a group.)

•

What reminder, new insight or lesson from the film might impact or help you in the days or weeks
ahead?

•

As a group, what can you take from this film that would help you now?

•

How are film discussions like this helpful as you navigate your own life?

•

Topics like the ones discussed in this film can often feel overwhelming and too big to do anything
about. Do you feel that way? Is there something small you could do to mitigate any challenges or
promote any of the positives we talked about today?

FACILITATOR NOTE about CATEGORY #4: If you are facilitating an ongoing group and it is appropriate,
leave time at the end to consider concrete actions. Planning next steps can help people leave the room feeling
energized and optimistic, even in instances when conversations have been difficult.
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QUOTES TO DISCUSS
Instead of asking a question from Category #2 or #3 above, consider asking viewers to discuss a quote from
the film. Choose any quote that would most resonate with all viewers.
Instructions: Share the quote. Depending on the quote, ask the group to explore one of the following: 1)
if and why they agree/disagree with it, 2) if and why they can relate or don’t relate to it, 3) if the quote is
universally true for every culture, or 4) why Ted Green (the filmmaker) might have included it in the film.
If you like several, consider dividing the group into small clusters of three or four viewers. Give each cluster a
different quote to discuss along with instructions. After 5-7 minutes, reconvene. Ask a spokesperson for each
group to share his/her group’s quote and one compelling comment from that discussion.
At Film Opening
"Out of the huts of history’s shame I rise up from a past that’s rooted in pain I rise" - Maya Angelou
About the School Itself
“Every day you walked in there you could hear whispers of the past saying, ‘You can do it. You can do it.’”
- Angela Brown
“What people could learn from Crispus Attucks High School is that high school kids have the power and the
ability to change a community. Nowadays we see a lot more kids going out and protesting things. We saw
that in the ‘60s as well, but what we don’t see is kids going to school, prospering through their school and
creating change afterwards ” - Richard Pierce
“There was a spirit of excellence. There was a teaching that you have to be better. I think now, we lack that.
There’s a casualness. There’s a lack of respect for education in our society. That’s one of the things that I want
to bring back. It’s very personal for me.” - Lauren Franklin, current Principal
“Attucks was the foundation. I never could have advanced without that foundation. Those things I learned in
Attucks were engrained in me. I commanded thousands of soldiers. And I was able to give them the feeling
that they were somebody. You know, I am somebody.” - Harry Brooks
About John Morton-Finney
[the very first teacher was a] “Son of a slave, John Morton-Finney was a Buffalo Soldier, serving in the
Philippines and then in France in World War I. He would amass 12 advanced degrees, learn seven
languages and serve as an attorney until age 106 before passing away at 108. He oversaw the language
department at Attucks, where he taught for its first 30 years.” - Narrator (When you hear about these
accomplishments, for an African American man in general and for a Black man in the early 1900s, does this fit
the narrative or image in your own mind about that time?)
[John Morton-Finney] “was a small man in stature — very small. But he had this very strong historic presence.
It’s almost like he carried the whole history of black people in his little body to and from the classroom. And
he walked down the hall and everybody knew Mr. Morton-Finney was passing by. God was passing by.
- Fay Stevenson (Do you know who he is? What do you imagine his life was like? Why would someone like him
be good for Indy to honor today?)
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About public behavior
“People are watching you. And they’ll judge what you do. They will judge the race by what you do.”
- Stanley Warren
“Frankly, I don’t know how they did it. I really don’t. If they would have lashed out, if there would have been
some type of fight or something on the [basketball] floor, all of the racists would have said, ‘I told you so. I
told you so. See, see. They can’t handle it.’ How much self-discipline they had to have more so than all the
other teams that they played against. That’s the significance of Crispus Attucks, and that’s why it was such a
moving point as far as segregation was concerned." - Bobby Plump
About segregation or racism
“The answer is no. I’m not surprised. Even if a white person had it in their heart to say this is really wrong,
would they be willing to speak out, though? I think they’d be ostracized.” - Stanley Warren
“You know it’s often been said, ‘Oh, black people have come a long way.’ No. I see it another way, it is white
people who have come a long way.” - Janet Langhart-Cohen
“Absolutely, Attucks is a national story. It was created out of hatred. But it has endured, and its legacy is an
amazing one.” - A’Lelia Bundles
“At the end of his autobiography, former basketball coach Ray Crowe wrote of the irony of African
Americans protesting the closing of a school they had protested opening 60 years earlier. While noting his
own disappointment in the closure, he wondered whether in the bigger picture Attucks was a “sick social
experiment” best ended.” - Narrator
“Some of Attucks’ other towering figures, including Andrew Ramsey and original Tuskegee Airman Charles
DeBow, were in favor of razing the school as early as the late ‘60s because of the segregation it stood for.
Ramsey opined that the Attucks nostalgia so common among graduates was akin to “freed slaves yearning for
the security of chattel slavery.” - Narrator
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THEMES TO EXPLORE
Sample Questions for Special Groups
THEMES:
If Attucks is part of a larger conversation, you may wish to further explore certain themes found in the 			
film. Choose one or two that best meet your group’s interests. Feel free to introduce others not on this 			
list or ask the group to identify important themes it wants to explore.
•

Gentrification

•

The value of historical inquiry that ensures or nurtures voices from all perspectives

•

The idea of “race” in a quickly changing world and in a democratic society

•

Integration vs segregation OR assimilation vs separation

•

Bullying — the role of bully, bystander, “intolerance” as socially-acceptable bullying

•

The role of caring adults (who are not parents) inside schools or in the community

•

The universal truth that something “bad” can eventually have “good” consequences. Should we
make peace with that as part of our human story? Is it a reality we all experience? Is there a way
to both fight for justice and also acknowledge this?

QUESTIONS for SPECIAL GROUP:
Below is a small sampling of possible questions for specific groups. If you have an existing group -- 			
and these questions don’t fit the group or elicit the kind of relevant conversation you want to 				
have – you might tweak a question from the Questions section of this guide on page 13.
As parents, educators, adults and elders, how are we socializing our children to the social construct
of race? We may be clear about what we believe, but in our language and daily actions,
•

what messages are they receiving from their schools, neighborhoods, communities that nurture an
understanding of themselves as democratic citizens, as people who are both unique and also the
same as everyone else?

•

what messages do we give our children about the experience of and our demonstrated belief in the
worth of every person?

•

what messages do we give related to peace, equity, a socially just society?

•

how are we helping all youth inquire into the past and present in a way that helps them deeply
value/embrace/experience them?

What messages about race were you taught at home?
Many people believe that intolerance is on the rise in our country. Which of us is 100% “American”
now? Who is the American Dream for now? If there are institutional barriers for some (with an
employer, a school funding system, passive acceptance of a rapidly growing low-income working
class, unspoken plans to segregate communities), is the idea of an “American Dream” only for some?
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In the 1920s, what was the role of our faith community in supporting or passively accepting segregation
in our own community? Do we have a history of repeating this same stance or of resisting it?
•

What does our holy text say in response to this story?

•

What is the role of our faith community now?

•

What questions should we be asking ourselves now that we’ve seen this film?

•

What stories should we be inviting into our faith community?

•

What does my own understanding of my faith call me to explore or do in response to this film?

If you are a young person,
•

All the adults in that film were forced to attend Attucks at your age. You see them now, but imagine
them at age 14 or 16. They may have walked miles to school each day, during winter, even in the
dark, through a community that hated or was afraid of them. They attended school in a swampy area
of town. They went to school even though the possibility of employment after graduation was very
small. What do you think it was like for them?

•

If you were alive then, would you have stayed in school? What would you have been willing to do to
make sure you got an education?

•

What stories have you heard about teens in other countries today who have to beat all odds to get
an education?

•

Do you think that every person is inherently biased against people not like themselves, even young
people?

As an existing group that is reviewing this film together
•

In what way does this film connect with the reason we exist as a group or with the work we do?

•

What can we take from the film or this conversation to further our mission? What questions do we
need to ask?

If you want to talk about IPS/urban schools
•

BEFORE the film, ask these kinds of questions: What do you know about Indianapolis Public Schools
today? What do you know about Crispus Attucks today? (Where is the school? Who supports it?)
What are your perceptions of IPS or Crispus Attucks?

•

AFTER the film, ask these kinds of questions: What do you know about Crispus Attucks or IPS now
that you’ve seen the film? What don’t you know that you feel you should or want to know? How has
your perception of the school changed? How has your interest in or relationship to it changed, if at
all? What does Attucks need today from the community, volunteers, corporations, elected officials,
neighbors, faith communities? What other schools need our attention? Do I have a role to play? What
other schools have a story that need to be told?

•

What historical, political, geographic, economic and social conditions create segregated communities
and schools?

•

What is the long-term and historic impact of Crispus Attucks High School on Indianapolis?

•

How does a racially segregated school or community survive and thrive in spite of systemic racism
and oppression?

•

For decades, Attucks students had no choice about the school they attended. Now, teens have the
choice to go anywhere, including private schools. Some African American students still choose to
attend low-performing schools or schools closest to home. If you lived downtown, where would you
send your student when it came time to attend high school? Would you choose to move instead?

•

Why might this film be a great one for teachers and administrators of your local high school or school
district watch?
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For a book club
Read the following out loud. (You may also want to read books by these two authors.)
Through his writings, W.E.B. Dubois led a movement to change the idea among White
people that Black people were a problem to deal with (“the Negro problem.”) Among
many of his efforts, he tried to re-shape the ongoing narrative that cast all Black people
with negative stereotypes, to be ignored or trivialized. He tried to shed light on the story
of a growing number of African Americans who didn’t fit this stereotype, but lived middle
and upper middle income lives, contributing in important ways to the broader society that
improved everyone’s lives. He became famous for a contested notion of assimilation as a
strategy to bridge the perception gap. It included getting White people to see that most
Black people had more in common with them than not. While White people resisted his idea,
so did many Black people who didn’t believe it was the job of Black people to prove their
worth to White people through assimilation.
Among many of her ideas, Zora Neale Hurston fought against the notion that she was, by
her birth, a member of one body of people called Negro or Black that needed special
attention or help. In her writings, she shared the following, “I am not tragically colored.
There is no great sorrow dammed up in my soul, nor lurking behind my eyes. I do not mind
at all. I do not belong to the sobbing school of Negrohood who hold that nature somehow
has given them a lowdown dirty deal and whose feelings are all but about it.” She also
wrote, “Suppose a Negro does something really magnificent, and I glory, not in the benefit
to mankind, but in the fact that the doer was a Negro. Must I not also go hang my head in
shame when a member of my race does something execrable? The white race did not go into
a laboratory and invent incandescent light. That was Edison. If you are under the impression
that every white man is an Edison, just look around a bit.” And finally, she wrote, “If I say a
whole system must be upset for me to win, I am saying that I cannot sit in the game, and that
safer rules must be made to give me a chance. I repudiate that. If others are in there, deal me
a hand and let me see what I can make of it, even though I know some in there are dealing
from the bottom and cheating like hell in other ways.”
Which of these ideas seem interesting to you? How do they relate to high school education? Which of these
make you uncomfortable? Do you think this tension still exists? Is it a good tension?
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For any existing group that may want to quietly reflect on race
Ask white viewers: Raise your hand if you would choose to be black.
Facilitator Note: This is safest in groups where all viewers are self-identified as one race/
cultural group or the group has been together for some time and trusts one another. This
very brief non-verbal, in-group activity provides a visual clue to viewers that even they know,
without saying so, that they have inherent bias even if they work hard against them. These
differences may lead to unconscious thinking that some things are ok for other people, but not
“us.” This activity does not need to be discussed. For a broader comparison, ask viewers to
raise their hands for several other races/cultural groups/ethnicities.
As a warm-up activity after the film, adults or youth might participate in the following non-verbal activity.
Participants can step forward, hold up a card or move in agreement with the following statements. Feel free to
expand on this list. When you finish, ask: What did you notice about this group? About others in your group?
About yourself? Then, move on.
•

If your workplace is noted for its diversity

•

If you have spoken up to defend the rights of people who are not from your own background

•

If you regularly participate in community activities in which you are clearly a minority

•

If you participate in art, faith or community activities that draw a widely diverse audience

•

If you have access to opportunities that were not available to your parents

•

If you live in a racially or ethnically diverse neighborhood

•

If you have immediate neighbors from a different racial or ethnic group

•

If you have worked to defend your racial or ethnic group

•

If you, your parents or grandparents supported the civil rights movement

•

If you or your parents attended a racially diverse high school

•

If you attended a college or university noted for its diversity

•

If you have adopted, had a child, married or provided care for others who are not from your own
racial or ethnic background

•

If you have participated in programs or activities that deal with issues of racism or inequities

•

If you participate in social or civic groups that are widely diverse (no clear majority)

•

If you regularly socialize with people from other racial, religious or cultural backgrounds

•

If parties or social events that you host include guests from a variety of backgrounds

•

If you find yourself aware of insensitivities you see at your workplace, school or in legislation

•

If you have very close friends whose life experience differs widely from your own

•

If you have friends from other racial or ethnic groups with whom you openly discuss your own and
each other’s inherent bias
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TIPS FOR CONVERSATIONS
Tips for Intentional or Unintentional Conversations about
Race, Segregation or Racism
Films like Attucks may lead some viewers to feel encouraged, defensive, guilty, compassionate, angry, deeply
discomforted, validated or some mix of conflicting emotions. Attucks may elevate anxiety among some
viewers who worry about being “forced” to talk about an uncomfortable topic or potentially being in the
middle of an explosive event.
Conversations about race, culture, identity, society and history are evolving and complex. If you intend to
have only one conversation about race based on this film, there is no “right” way to do it. But, it is important to
keep your goal realistic. What do you hope to gain by it?
As facilitator, you are in control of the direction the conversation takes. For example:
• If some members want to broaden the conversation, but others do not, save that
conversation for another time. Invite those members to arrange it after the event.
• If the full group wants to talk about something that you don’t feel prepared for or ready
to lead, that conversation can happen later.
• If the conversation evolves into a singular conversation about race, which was not your
original intention, but is a conversation you are prepared for, it is important that everyone
chooses to move in that direction.
If difficult conversations are anticipated or desired, consider a mixed-race facilitator team. Be sure you know
and respect each other well.
Because there is no “right” response or answer to questions, facilitators may want to keep a few things in
mind:
•

Listen for and respond to the emotional content, as well as the substance of reactions. These reactions
can be further explored.

•

Help each member of the group take risks in looking honestly at themselves without force and without
questioning their viewpoint. This includes stories that they believe, their own assumptions about others
and their own resistance to new ways of thinking.

•

Limit people from discrediting each other’s experiences, making assumptions about each other or
laying blame on each other. Ask viewers to share their perspective without expecting others in the
room to accept it. Remind the group that we all have complicated views and feelings about each
other and our society, including the facilitator.

•

Don’t force people of color to frame their ideas or feelings for the benefit of white people. Ask white
people to stretch to hear people of color, even if the tone or phrasing creates discomfort. Your job is
to navigate this with care for all.

If your group includes self-identified white viewers, remember that most white people associate overt or covert
racist behavior and attitudes with bad people. As such, sharing their own unspoken bias may feel threatening.
They don’t want to be perceived as “those kind of people.” Remind the group that every human has bias as
part of our wiring. It is usually fruitful to mention to the group that simply by growing up in a society where
inequities based on race are justified and part of everyday life, all of us are influenced by racism — regardless
of self-identity.
Because of rapidly changing demographics, your group may have quite a few self-identified biracial blackwhite viewers or viewers from intercultural families. They may elect to speak from multiple perspectives for any
given question. It is important to avoid making assumptions about any member based on outer appearances.
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A Set of Questions that Explore Revisionist History after Viewing the Film
“Revisionist history” is a simplistic way to build historical narratives that align with beliefs we have about
ourselves, our group or the world. The “our” or “we” is whoever is telling or writing the history. While
revisionism can happen to a personal history, it is most frequently associated with narratives about a larger
group or society. It involves re-shaping evidence, motivations and decisions made. Every society, social group
and human engages in it on a regular basis.
These stories, shared broadly as the official story or “truth,” can be from hundreds, dozens or even a few
years ago. They fit easily into ideas we have about ourselves, our society or our impact on others. They often
make us look better while making some “other” look less flattering than a full disclosure of facts might suggest.
We craft a myth that fits the image we want to portray. Sometimes, our revisionism makes us look more like
victims or more powerless than we may have truly been. It isn’t always about making us look more powerful. It
can make us look more generous than we were. It always makes some people or many people feel better or
justified because it leaves out other uncomfortable truths. It always omits alternative perspectives. In fact, when
those who have been left out of the story attempt to repair the story, we tend to resist or discredit those efforts.
One challenge in telling our shared history is that a fuller story makes stories harder to tell, more complicated.
The human spirit thrives on “story,” and complicated stories are complicated to share.
•

Why do humans tend to craft stories that support what we want to believe? Why do we resist letting
facts determine our understanding of history or the present time?

•

Where do you see revisionist history happening even today?

•

How, if at all, does this film correct or broaden the story of our local history or the story of local
African Americans?

•

What don’t you know about your own or other cultural groups in your community? What stories
about your own group or other groups have you accepted without question?

Simple facilitator responses to possible comments in white-only or mixed-culture groups
If a white viewer says, “nothing like that happens in our school or community,” ask, “How do you
know that for certain? Is it possible that being White means you see things from a certain world view? Could
that be true for a black person, too? Not including you, is it possible many white people may underestimate
the extent to which discrimination or segregation is alive today because they don’t find themselves the target
of racially-charged actions?”
Staying with the topic of our film, can you think of specific examples today, in our community,
where you still see segregation between groups of people? Even if unintentional? Why
do you think it continues to happen? If you are opposed to segregation as an intended or
unintended social construct, what might you do in your own sphere of influence to chip away
at it?
If a white viewer says, “The color of someone’s skin is irrelevant to me. I treat everyone the
same,” ask, “Do you think everyone wants to be treated exactly the same — like there are no differences?
Would it be ok if we said people are different from each other in some way? Even that men and women are
different from each other? Do you think the idea of not seeing difference is a lesson being taught to white
people, one that other people may not like?”
If a viewer says, “I don’t know what the problem is anymore. Why do we still talk about
this? Everyone can go to school wherever they want now”, ask, “Let’s explore that a bit.
What do you think stops people from changing schools? Would you send your kids (or as a teen now,
would you go) to a school that had a 75-95% minority or majority student population? What might make
you uncomfortable about that? Even if it were legally true that anyone can go anywhere, what might stop
someone, including you, from doing it?”
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Two broad questions to further explore if the group is comfortable
If white people openly acknowledged that they do have some internalized feelings of superiority or privilege
just by being born white, how would that change the way racism is discussed? Can one be a good person
and still perpetuate racism? How can active anti-racism help white people while also helping people of color?
We live in an increasingly pluralistic country. Families are much more intercultural. More of us from the
same culture have life experiences very different from each other because of increasing income gaps and
educational disparities among us. (For example, many more black families are middle and upper income with
college degrees.) More of us from dissimilar cultures actually have more in common with each other – for the
same reasons of poverty, wealth and education. Some say that race differences are rapidly becoming class
differences. This is especially true among younger people.
•

Because we are becoming far more diverse, what could our community do to respectfully
acknowledge and respond to people’s differences?

•

Given the rapidly changing times, if we can’t assume “difference” or differences in reality based
on skin color, how can we specifically solicit, respect and use these different realities to benefit all
of us?

Closing
Once the last question has been answered, keep the closing brief. You might include the following:
•

Pass out any handouts from the Resource section on page 26.

•

From the Resource section or your own/your host’s ideas, suggest activities for further
exploration or engagement.

•

Remind everyone one reason you/your hosts wanted to share this film.

•

“As your facilitator, one thing/one takeaway our conversation has left me with is ______.“

•

Thank everyone for the great conversation, great ponderings, for taking the risk to explore this film
together. Invite them to continue talking with others.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
The following is a varied list of background information and resources you may want to share with your
group or explore before facilitating the session. It is not an exhaustive list.



Indy’s Golden Age in 1920s Shows Way Forward (Indianapolis Business Journal, May 30, 2015)

http://www.ibj.com/articles/53379-indys-golden-age-in-1920s-shows-way-forward

 Quote from Film: Does this quote sound like anything today?
By 1920, there were 35,000 black residents in Indianapolis, double the number of 20 years
earlier. That constituted 11 percent of the population, the highest among major northern
cities. The 80 black high school students in 1910 became 800 in 1920. For many white
parents, that was 800 too much. It was all too much. Fear became firestorm.

 Some universities are openly discussing their histories of slavery and slave trade. In particular, explore 		
Georgetown University in Washington D.C. Two possible resources:
•

272 Slaves Were Sold to Georgetown. What Does It Owe Their Descendants?

(New York Times, April 17, 2016)
•



How Georgetown University Once Relied on the Slave Trade and New Efforts to Reconcile
with its Past (WFYI/NPR Diane Rehm Show, April 19, 2016)

Plantation to Ghetto: Jim Crow (1919-1953)

www.amistadresource.org/plantation_to_ghetto/jim_crow.html
Detailed description of Jim Crow laws along with historical photos and links to other parts of
the Amistad Digital Resource site (Columbia University), which includes The Great Migration
and racial violence during the time period described in Attucks.



A Brief History of The Great Migration (1915-1930s, 1940-1960s)

In the spring of 1916, the attention of the American press and public was focused on the
Great War in Europe. Few noticed the tiny stream of Southern black men brought north by
the Pennsylvania Railroad Company to work on the rail lines. But immediately following this
1916 experiment, nearly 400,000 African Americans moved north by 1918. This migration
of 6 million African Americans within four decades dramatically changed the landscape
and racial make-up of the workforce in both Northern cities and the rural South. In 1910,
seven million of the nation’s eight million African Americans lived below the “Cotton Curtain.”
Over the next fifteen years, more than one-tenth of the country’s black population voluntarily
moved north. The Great Migration was the first step in the nationalization of the AfricanAmerican population.
•

www.inmotionaame.org/print.cfm;jsessionid=f830106721457887212000?migration=8&bhcp=1

•

www.amistadresource.org/plantation_to_ghetto/the_great_migration.html
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•

http://priceonomics.com/the-great-migration-the-african-american-exodus/ (tracks migration patterns
using data, maps, charts, tables)

•

https://www.census.gov/dataviz/visualizations/020/

•

http://dp.la/primary-source-sets/sets/the-great-migration/ (interesting primary source documents and
photographs from the first half the 20th century)

Ku Klux Klan Moment of Indiana History

www.indianapublicmedia.org/momentofindianahistory/tag/ku-klux-klan/
A small collection of stories about Indiana’s history with the Ku Klux Klan, The Indianapolis
Recorder and other related items



Old List of Klan Members Recalls Racist Past in an Indiana City

(August, 2, 1995, New York Times)
www.nytimes.com/1995/08/02/us/old-list-of-klan-members-recalls-racist-past-in-an-indiana-city.		
html?pagewanted=all
Short article about the discovery of a 1920 Klan membership list from Noblesville, Indiana
and the tensions in the community about what to do with this discovery



How the Klan Captured Indiana (Jan 5, 1992, New York Times)

www.nytimes.com/1992/01/05/books/how-the-klan-captured-indiana.html

 List of materials at the Indiana State Library regarding the KKK in Indiana
www.in.gov/library/2848.htm
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TERMS IN FILM TO EXPLORE

racism: Social & institutional power + racial prejudice, a system of advantage and
oppression based on race; involves one group having the power to carry out systematic
discrimination through the major institutions of society
antiracist teaching: An active process of identifying, challenging and changing the

values, structures and behaviors that perpetuate systemic racism by analyzing the historical
roots and contemporary manifestations that shape the outcomes of all institutions, creating
structures to hold the anti-racist work, developing an anti-racist vision and plan for change

change agents:

Change agents work from inside or from outside an organization or
institution to motivate the organization to transform itself by focusing on such matters as
equity, effectiveness, improvement, and development. Change agents do this by questioning
existing practices, networking, persisting over time, pushing into discomfort, exercising
patience, understanding the history and culture of the organization, and by holding a steady,
clear vision of what is possible.

historical amnesia: Closely associated with historical revisionism, historical amnesia
is a collective forgetting of historical events or of reinterpreting historical events through a
selective revisionist lens which allows a group to forget a painful, destructive, or embarrassing
historical event, to selectively forget portions of historical events, or even to falsely remember
events differently than they happened.
revisionist history: Historical revisionists work purposely to alter the impact, precedents,
or collective understandings of events of the past by eliminating and/or discrediting
legitimate and credible historical narratives or sources and by replacing them with forged,
invented, altered, or partially correct documents, claiming them to be authentic, trustworthy,
and genuine.
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WHAT'S NEXT? ACTIVITIES


Ask viewers to create an art piece or write a poem based on the film



Explore a little more about the Underground Railroad



•

Visit Conner Prairie in Fishers, Indiana, to participate in Follow The North Star, an immersive,
evening program about traveling the Underground Railroad.

•

Visit the Levy Coffin home in Fountain City, Indiana, a National Historic Landmark and
Underground Railroad station.

•

In Cincinnati, visit the Underground Railroad Museum.

•

Plan a visit to other Indiana sites with the interactive map provided by the Indiana Department of
Natural Resources at www.in.gov/dnr/historic/4120.htm

Explore Lyle’s Station (5 miles west of Princeton in the southwest corner of Indiana, a thriving 19th
century African American community for freed slaves with a school for its children.)

		

At its peak (1880-1913), it had 800 residents. Half of current residents are descendants of
those settlers. There is a museum and Heritage Classroom, which is an interactive classroom
experience rooted in the Black student and family culture at that time. The website includes
resources and a short history of Black education in Gibson County www.lylesstation.org
The National Museum of African American History and Culture (open Sept 2016) will
feature Lyle’s Station.



Watch Racist Images and Messages in Jim Crow Era (length 2.5 minutes)
http://www.pbs.org/video/2365117302/
A very brief online visit to the Jim Crow Museum at Ferris State University in Michigan
reveals racist memorabilia and messages in all forms, designed as propaganda to demean
African-Americans and legitimize violence — from kitchen items to postcards featuring public
whippings. Learn more about the redefinitions of racial stereotypes in Episode 4, “Making a
Way Out of No Way” of the PBS documentary, The African Americans: Many Rivers
to Cross. www.pbs.org/wnet/african-americans-many-rivers-to-cross/



Watch Story Corps Shorts: A More Perfect Union (length 2.5 minutes)
www.pbs.org/video/2365477413/
When Theresa Burroughs came of voting age, she was ready to cast her ballot — but she
had a long fight ahead of her. During the Jim Crow era, the board of registrars at Alabama’s
Hale County Courthouse prevented African Americans from registering to vote. Undeterred,
Theresa remembers venturing to the courthouse on the first and third Monday of each month,
in pursuit of her right to vote.
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Read or listen to The Rise and Fall of Jim Crow: 15 Personal Narratives
www.pbs.org/wnet/jimcrow/stories_narratives.html
Read and listen to these compelling first-hand accounts by everyday people who
experienced, endured, and survived Jim Crow as youth.



Watch or visit Revisiting the Great Migration Through Paintings and Poetry
www.pbs.org/video/2365482252/ (Length 6.25 minutes)
PBS NewsHour introduces the Migration Series: 60 small paintings by artist Jacob Lawrence
that tell the story of the Great Migration of 6 million African-Americans from the rural South
to the urban North. This story includes an interview clip of Jacob Lawrence, a product of the
Harlem Renaissance. The Museum of Modern Art (New York) asked 10 poets to write new
works, several which are included in this story.



Watch Up South: African-American Migration in the Era of the Great War
www.youtube.com/watch?v=--8N42vDDTM&nohtml5=False (Length 3:38 minutes)
Brief positive stories of various black Americans as they journeyed and settled north in Chicago.)



Watch 60 Years On, School Segregation Isn’t Yet American History
www.pbs.org/video/2365248691/ (Length 19.5 minutes)
Video highlights why, after Brown vs. Board of Education 60 years ago, segregated and
unequal education is still an American challenge.



Watch Eyes On The Stars https://storycorps.org/animation/eyes-on-the-stars/ (Length 3.75 minutes)
Short animated film about a childhood memory of Ron McNair, a physicist and second African
American to enter space. (He died in the Challenger accident.) The narrator, Ron’s brother, shares
Ron’s challenge in getting his first library card.



Explore Teaching Tolerance (www.tolerance.org)
Dozens of free resources – literature lists, film kits, discussion guides, magazines – about issues of
racism, bias, equity. Also visit their parent organization, the Southern Poverty Law Center
(www.splcenter.org) to view a Hate Group map of Indiana (or your own state.)



Explore films and interviews with similar themes.
Some examples include NPR Storycorps interviews, NPRs Codeswitch conversations, Point of
View (POV) films, Independent Lens (like Is the American Dream out of Reach (32 minutes.)
America’s Promise, Ken Burns’ new film about Jackie Robinson. Chasing the Dream: Poverty
and Opportunity in America is a series of short videos from across the United States about
wide-ranging challenges that impact opportunity.
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Find out about The Strange Story of the Man Behind Strange Fruit
Read about the man who wrote the poem that inspired the song. Hear Billie Holiday sing this
famous song of hers www.npr.org/2012/09/05/158933012/the-strange-story-of-the-manbehind-strange-fruit



If in Central Indiana, visit the Indiana History Center, the Indiana State Museum or the
Crispus Attucks Museum (on the campus of the Crispus Attucks high School.) Explore the Power of
Children exhibit at the Children’s Museum of Indianapolis. (If in another community, look around
for similar regional institutions.)



Explore themes through Indiana Historical Society resources like Destination Indiana
(www.destination-indiana.com) or its archival material.



Reflect on the degree to which you have authentic friendships with people unlike you. Join a group,
a club or volunteer somewhere that provides natural opportunities for you to develop
peer relationships,share meals, explore books or enjoy activities together.



If you aren’t familiar, become familiar with local organizations founded by cultures unknown to 		
you, whether a different faith, different country of origin or different ethnicity. Look to local theatre or
art groups, universities, media outlets or clubs. Attend public events. Follow them in social media to learn
more about their work.



Start a MeetUp (social group) for others interested in developing social relationships with the“other.”



Learn about an organization in your state you may not know about that is working on issues related
to equity in education. In Indiana, that might be the Black Teacher’s Association or the
Children’s Policy and Law Institute.



Consider hosting a 6-session dialogue (study circle) on racial equity. Everyday Democracy
(www.everyday-democracy.org) provides a tested step-by-step guide, plus other tools you can use to
explore race and racism with your peers.



Sign up to volunteer in a local school or help connect your employer or nonprofit with a local school.



Find a specific way to support middle or high school students in your neighborhood, including
signing up to become a mentor.



Ask your school hard questions about racial equity and school outcomes for all students.
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Create a group of parents or neighbors who explore these topics further and see where the
conversation takes you.



Add a card to the Race Card Project (NPR) http://theracecardproject.com



If you have a book club, read a related book, then combine the book and film discussion. One to 		
consider might be Our Kids: The American Dream in Crisis by Robert D. Putnam.



If you have a service club, provide meaningful service related to themes in this film, then combine the
service and film discussion.



Visit a neighbor, social program or nursing home to talk with an African American man or woman who is 		
over 80 years of age. Interview him or her about high school memories.



If you are in the Indianapolis area, review the Indianapolis Public Schools strategic plan
(2015-2020) www.myips.org/Page/38712.



Volunteer to help IPS achieve its plan in two areas: Teaching and Learning and Family
and Community.



Explore storytelling groups like the Salt Project (http://vimeo.com/saltproject) This nonprofit,
Emmy-award-winning, Indianapolis-based production company creates affordable, provocative videos
and other media messages, like Get Home Safely: 10 Rules of Survival. Does your nonprofit want to 		
create a video around a theme in the film?



Watch an Indiana University video on urban renewal and redevelopment.
http://webapp1.dlib.indiana.edu/vss/view.do?videoId=VAC2564



Listen to The Problem We All Live With through This American Life.
(radio show #562 on school integration, 7/30/2015)



Explore PBS Learning Media (www.pbslearningmedia.org), where you can search by subject (like
social studies or racism) and by grade (including high school and adult) to discover related, local,
multimedia stories from around the country.



Watch For Gold and Glory, a WFYI-produced film about the Indianapolis-based African American
national racing league, created when motor sports, including the Indianapolis 500, turned away
Black drivers.



Listen to No Limits radio program (3/10/16) – John Krull interviewed Ted Green, filmmaker, and Pat
Payne, daughter of one of Attucks’ first graduates and first director of the Attucks Museum
(www.wfyi.org/programs/no-limits)

 Find other film related resources on the film's website, including a producer's notebook,
digitized versions of full interviews, notes about the music used in the film, and more
(wfyi.org/attucks)
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